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SUBJECT: CASCADE NATURAL GAS: (Docket No. LC 54 ) Recommendations 
regarding Cascade's 2011 Integrated Resource Plan. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

Staff recommends the Commission acknowledge Cascade Natural Gas Corporation's 
(Cascade or Company) 2011 1ntegrated Resource Plan (IRP or the Plan) and its update 
that the Company filed on April 16, 2012 (Update), with the addition of one item to the 
Company's Action Plan. 

DISCUSSION: 

Cascade filed its 2011 IRP on January 3, 2012, after being granted an extension from 
its original deadline of August 1 0 ,  2011 , which was requested due to uncertainty 
surrounding pipeline contract negotiations, and pipeline rate case outcomes. The 
Company's Plan was filed in accordance with the Commission's updated integrated 
resource planning guidelines adopted in Order Nos. 07-0 02 and 07-047. The guidelines 
include procedural and substantive requirements that energy utilities must meet during 
the resource planning process and describe in their plans. Procedurally, utilities must 
involve the Commission and the public in their planning process prior to resource 
decision-making; include information in the plan that is relevant to the resource 
evaluation and action plan; and provide a draft IRP for public review and comment prior 
to filing the final plan with the Commission. Substantively, the Commission requires 
energy utilities to evaluate all resources on a consistent and comparable basis; consider 
risk and uncertainty; make the primary goal of the process selecting a portfolio of 
resources with the best combination of expected costs and associated risks and 
uncertainties for the utility and its customers; and create a plan that is consistent with 
the long-run public interest as expressed in Oregon and federal energy policies. The 
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Commission "acknowledges" resource plans that satisfy the procedural and substantive 
requirements and that seem reasonable at the time acknowledgment is given. 

Cascade's Plan was developed during a public process that included three Technical 
Advisory Group (TAG) meetings1 with Commission staff and other stakeholders. As 
mentioned above, the Company filed its 2011 IRP on January 3, 2012. A prehearing 
conference was held on February 8, 2012, to set the procedural schedule. A workshop 
was held on April2, 2012, to discuss areas of the Plan requiring further explanation. 
The workshop resulted in Cascade filing its Update to the Plan on April16, 20122 Staff 
provided initial comments to Cascade on the Plan on April 30 2012. The Company filed 
reply comments on May 28, 2012. Staff distributed its draft recommendation and its 
draft proposed order on the final Plan to the Company and interested parties on July 3, 
2012, requesting that comments be made by July 16, 2012. 

A summary of the components of Cascade's 2011 IRP and Update is included in the 
attached proposed order. Appendix A- 3 of the Plan provides a ten-page summary of 
how Cascade's I RP meets each of the applicable provisions of the Commission's 
updated IRP guidelines. 

Staff Review and Recommendation 

Staff concludes that Cascade's 2011 IRP, together with the Update, meets the 
Commission's substantive and procedural guidelines in Order Nos. 07-0 02 and 07-047. 
The Company has documented its capacity shortfalls and the resources necessary to 
address them. There are no near term capacity deficits in Cascade's system that cannot 
be met given the Company's current contract terms and conditions for citygate 
deliveries and recall of long-term releases. Staff finds that Cascade's longer term 
choices for resources to fill deficiencies beyond 2012 (located in the Company's 
Washington and Oregon service territories) are adequately documented. To meet the 
load requirements for 201 3 and beyond, the Company relies on distribution 
enhancements, Ruby Pipeline capacity with GTN backhaul capacity, and incremental 
storage. Cascade will update its analyses based on the most current information 
available before relying solely on alternative choices identified in the IRP. The Company 
shared its observations regarding future loads and resource needs, supply-side and 
demand-side resource options, SENDOUT® optimization model assumptions and 
results. Cascade also shared its conclusions about those results with staff and other 
members of its TAG during the collaborative public process. The IRP, together with its 

1 TAG meetings were held on February 2, 2011, March 10, 2011, and April 13, 2011. 

2 On May 29, 2012, the Company filed a "Replacement" 2011 Integrated Resource Plan that incorporates 
the April16, 2012 updates into the original filing. 
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Update, provides adequate detail of the analysis the Company undertook in reaching its 
conclusions. 

Cascade utilized an appropriate integrated planning model to prepare its IRP. This 
model is SENDOUT-Vector Gas. This model combines a linear programming function 
with stochastic modeling. The model provides a "best choice" solution under static 
conditions, but also provides a means to probabilistically test scenarios and sensitivities. 
Cascade gathered sufficient and appropriate data on resources (e.g., size, timing, cost}, 
conditions affecting Cascade's system (e.g., economic, resource availability, political 
events), and expected core system demand for the model. Then, Cascade appropriately 
input this information into the model. Cascade identified a "base case" for planning 
purposes and then prepared several sensitivities and scenarios around this base case, 
testing variations in demand, weather, resource availability and price, political events, 
and socioeconomic events (price elasticity). 

Cascade provided the full results of the SENDOUT-Vector Gas modeling to staff, as 
well as the full inputs provided to the model. The results were provided in a format that 
allowed clean and easy comparison of base case vs. various sensitivities and scenarios 
in terms of net present value of revenue requirements. Cascade also clearly identified 
which of the SENDOUT-Vector Gas modeling results it chose as its preferred case-the 
basis for its two-year action plan. This choice was fully explained and was based on 
practicable reasoning and sufficient data. 

Staff agrees with the Company's proposal to monitor the effectiveness of the Oregon 
Public Purpose Fund, working with the Energy Trust of Oregon to ensure the adequacy 
of the funds to capture achievable therm savings in Oregon. The Company should 
provide additional details regarding pipeline contracts as they become available. As the 
Company notes in its IRP, it "has demonstrated throughout the filed plan and updated 
sections filed that the portfolio results from the Basecase scenario meet the Company's 
stated reliability, cost and risk objectives as required."3 

Staff appreciates Cascade's efforts, working with Staff and stakeholders, providing 
clarification of the 2011 IRP and making corrections by filing updated sections of the 
plan. However, to ensure that the Commission and stakeholders have sufficient 
information to evaluate the reasonableness of the Company's planned actions, Staff 
recommends that the Commission acknowledge the 2011 IRP, the Update, and Action 
Plan subject to the addition of the following action item: 

"For its next IRP Update and IRP, Cascade will incorporate: 

3 Cascade's Replacement 2011 IRP, Sections 1-8. 
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• Qualitative and quantitative analysis of the anticipated distribution 
enhancements, including additional needs expected in Cascade's Distribution 
Integrity Management Program, 

• Ongoing analysis associated with re-aligning vintage capacity acquisitions 
with future pipeline capacity shortfalls, 

• Ongoing analysis of the level and impact associated with the addition of Ruby 
Pipeline supply diversity, 

• Details surrounding the backhaul agreement, (dependent upon its 
availability), and 

• Daily deliverability estimates associated with acquisition of incremental 
storage." 

PROPOSED COMMISSION MOTION: 

Cascade's 2011 IRP and its April16, 2012 updates to the Plan be acknowledged 
subject to the addition of Staff's proposed action item. 

Attachment 
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ENTERED 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION 

In the Matter of 

CASCADE NATURAL GAS 
CORPORATION 

20 II Integrated Resource Plan 

OF OREGON 

LC 54 

PROPOSED ORDER 

DISPOSITION: PLAN ACKNOWLEDGED WITH MODIFICATION 

INTRODUCTION 

On January 3, 2012, Cascade Natural Gas Corporation (Cascade or Company) filed its 
2011 Natural Gas Integrated Resource Plan (IRP or Plan). Cascade was granted an 
extension from the Plan's original due date of August 10, 2011, which was requested due 
to uncertainty surrounding pipeline contract negotiations and pipeline rate case outcomes. 

Jurisdiction 

On April 20, 1989, pursuant to its authority under ORS 756.515, the Public Utility 
Commission of Oregon (Commission) issued Order No. 89-507 in Docket UM 180 
adopting least -cost planning for all energy utilities in Oregon. On January 8, 2007, the 
Commission updated its resource planning guidelines in Order No. 07-002 (Docket 
UM 1056). This order was corrected in Order No. 07-047, entered February 9, 2007. 
Cascade is a public utility in Oregon, as defined by ORS 757.005, providing natural gas 
service to or for the public. Cascade filed its 20 II IRP in accordance with the 
Commission's integrated resource planning requirements adopted in Order Nos. 07-002 
and 07-047. 

Requirements for Integrated Resource Planning 

The Commission requires regulated energy utilities to prepare integrated resource plans 
within two years of acknowledgment of the last plan. Utilities must involve the 
Commission and the public in their planning process and prior to resource decision-

I 
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making. Substantively, the Commission requires that energy utilities: (I) evaluate 
resources on a consistent and comparable basis; (2) consider risk and uncertainty; 
(3) make the primary goal of the process selecting a portfolio of resources with the best 
combination of expected costs and associated risks and uncertainties for the utility and its 
customers; and ( 4) create a plan that is consistent with the long-run public interest as 
expressed in Oregon and federal energy policies. See Order No. 07-002. 

The Commission "acknowledges" resource plans that satisfy the procedural and 
substantive requirements and that seem reasonable at the time acknowledgment is given. 

OVERVIEW OF CASCADE'S INTEGRATED RESOURCE PLAN 

Cascade's 2011 IRP describes the components of the Company's planning process. The 
plan includes forecasts of future customer demand and identification of resource needs 
over the 20-year planning period; assessments of demand-side and supply-side resource 
options and distribution system enhancements; consideration of planning risks and 
uncertainties; analysis and selection of resource options for meeting future needs; and 
identification of actions to be accomplished over 2011 and 2012 to carry out Cascade's 
resource strategy and to complete additional planning activities. A summary of the plan is 
provided below: 

• Demand Forecast. Cascade developed a 20-year forecast of customers, therm 
sales and peak demand. Cascade's demand forecasts were produced using 
econometric models to develop the core residential, commercial and industrial 
forecasts at the town level. These forecasts are then aggregated to the zonal level 
for use in the SENDOUT® optimization model. In order to assess the impact of 
weather on the demand forecast, the company used the Monte Carlo simulation 

functionality contained in SENDOUT®. In addressing risk and uncertainty, the 
Company evaluated low, medium and high demand scenarios with low, medium 
and high supply cost and availability scenarios. Cascade then analyzed variations 
in inputs and subsequent demand sensitivities, pricing and resource timing and 
selection. Cascade chose the medium demand/medium price scenario as the most 
likely scenario for its planning activities. Cascade projects annual finn core 
market demand will grow at an annual average growth rate of 1.6%, fluctuating 
between 1.5% and 1.7% percent over the 20-year planning horizon, with lower 
recessionary growth in the short term. Peak day core market demand is projected 
to grow at an annual rate of 2.0% over the period.1 

• Demand-Side Resources. Since 2006, Cascade has relied on the Energy Trust of 
Oregon for the delivery and administration of its conservation programs in 
Oregon. In 2011, the study of the Company's technical and achievable 
conservation potential was updated. The study provided Cascade with an estimate 

of the energy savings measures for the residential, commercial and industrial 
markets and an estimate of the costs for those measures and their potential 

1 Cascade's Replacement 2011 Integrated Resource Plan, Section 3, pages 17-22. 
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applicability in Cascade's service territory. A total of 79 energy efficiency 
measures were evaluated in the study. Based on the Company's assumptions for 
deployment of resources and their costs, the cumulative therm "best case 
scenario" savings target for Cascade's Oregon service territory over the 20-year 
planning horizon is 10,718,950 therms. As identified in its Two-Year Action Plan, 
the annual therm savings goals for the 2011 and 2012 period are 391,754 and 
347,996 therms, respectively2 

• Supply-Side Resources. Supply-side options available to gas utilities include 
flowing gas supplies through interstate pipelines, storage, and recallable supply 
arrangements. Cascade's flowing gas supplies originate in the Canadian provinces 
of British Columbia and Alberta and in the U.S. Rocky Mountain area. The 
Company's supplies include annual contracts, firm winter peaking contracts, and 
spot (mostly daily purchases) gas. Cascade contracts with Northwest Pipeline 
Corporation (NWP) and Gas Transmission Northwest (GTN) for interstate 
pipeline transportation into the Company's service areas in Washington and 
Oregon. The Company also contracts for underground storage and related 
transportation services at Jackson Prairie and has liquefied natural gas storage at 
NWP's Plymouth, Washington LNG facility for the benefit of its core customers. 
Cascade is negotiating contracts with Ruby Pipeline and GTN to mitigate 
projected shortfalls in the Bend, Oregon area by 2031.  The IRP evaluated a 
variety of resource alternatives to meet additional capacity needs over the 
planning horizon including biogas to address specific shortfalls in Washington, 
satellite LNG facilities locatable in Cascade's service territory, LNG from several 
locations in Oregon and British Columbia, proposed pipelines and extensions for 
additional pipeline capacity, along with conventional existing gas supply 
contracts. In addition, distribution system enhancements were examined as a 
means to meet growth in system demand. Cascade also considered and modeled 
regulatory, price, and delivery risks associated with supply resources. Finally, 
Cascade considered and assessed various financial derivative alternatives to help 
ensure price stability for customers. 

• Integration Strategies. Cascade's decision making tools for its integration 
analysis are SEND OUT® and Vector Gas'". The former provides optimization (in 
terms of NPVRR) of supply-side resources under specified demand conditions 
(after cost effective DSM is removed), while the latter provides Monte Carlo 
analysis for risk assessment. Cascade's IRP projects the need to acquire additional 
capacity resources based on expected load growth. In addition to existing supply 
resources the model chose energy efficiency programs, satellite LNG, Ruby 
Pipeline with backhaul service on GTN, and incremental storage. The 20-year 
portfolio costs, on a N  et Present Value basis, are expected to range between 
$2,448,210,000 to $3,216,376,000 for the planning period, with an average cost 
per therm ranging between $.354 and $.447.3 

2 Cascade's Replacement 20I I Integrated Resource Plan, Section 5, pages 28-51. 
3 Cascade's Replacement 20I I Integrated Resource Plan, Section 7, pages 82-88. 
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• Two-Year Action Plan. Cascade's 20 II Action Plan describes the following near
term actions the Company will take to implement its optimal resource strategy: 

Replace neighborhood distribution pipeline and larger diameter pipeline to 
meet core growth in Bend, Oregon between 2012 and 2016. 

Discuss Oregon Public Purpose Fund strategy to determine the most 
efficient manner to collect public purpose revenues that meet the approved 
budget needs of the Energy Trust of Oregon. 

Re-align NWP delivery rights to optimize incremental vintage capacity 
acquisition program. 

Secure Ruby Pipeline capacity to meet load growth and add supply 
diversity. 

Secure incremental Gas Transmission Northwest Pipeline (GTN) firm 
backhaul capacity to meet load growth and add supply diversity. 

Secure incremental storage to meet load growth and mitigate price 
volatility over the 20-year plarming horizon4 

Comments of the Parties 

Cascade solicited initial cormnents from parties through its Technical Advisory Group 
(TAG) meetings prior to distributing its 2011 IRP for external review on 
January 3, 2012.5 On April 2, 2012, a workshop was held to discuss areas of the Plan 
requiring further explanation. On April 16, 2012, Cascade filed updated sections to its 
Oregon 2011 IRP. Oregon Cormnission staff (Staff) provided cormnents on Cascade's 
Plan on April 30, 2012. Staff distributed its draft recormnendation and draft proposed 
order on the Plan to the company and interested parties on July 3, 2012. 

Staff Comments. Based on its review of Cascade's 2011 IRP and accompanying update 
and participation in the planning process, Staff determined that the Plan meets the 
Cormnission's guidelines in Order Nos. 07-002 and 07-047. Procedural requirements 
were met as described above. Substantive IRP requirements were addressed throughout 
the Plan, with supporting data in an appendix to the Plan. Staff agrees that Cascade's IRP 
meets the Commission's substantive IRP requirements. Staff also concluded the demand
side and supply-side resources identified to fill the deficiencies expected in Cascade's 
Oregon service territory beginning in 2013 are appropriate. To ensure that the Company's 
next IRP Update and next IRP will contain sufficient analyses regarding the actions 

4 Cascade's Replacement 2011 Integrated Resource Plan, Section 8, pages 106-109. 
5 Cascade's Replacement 2011 Integrated Resource Plan, Section 2, page 14 and App. A-2. 
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undertaken pursuant to the Company's Action Plan, Staff recommends the Commission 
acknowledge the 2011 IRP with its April 16, 2012 update and Action Plan, subject to the 
addition of the following action item requiring Cascade to perform and provide certain 
analyses in its next IRP update and in its next IRP: 

"In its next IRP update and if appropriate, in its next IRP, Cascade will 
incorporate: 

Qualitative and quantitative analysis of the anticipated distribution 
enhancements, including additional needs expected in Cascade's 
Distribution Integrity Management Program, 

Ongoing analysis regarding re-aligning vintage capacity 
acquisitions with future pipeline capacity shortfalls, 

Ongoing analysis of the level and impact associated with the 
addition of Ruby Pipeline supply diversity, 

Details surrounding the GTN backhaul agreement, upon 
availability, 

And 

Daily deliverability estimates associated with acquisition of 
incremental storage." 

OPINION 

After review of Cascade's IRP and consideration of Staff's comments, and 
understanding that no other party filed substantive comments on Cascade's Plan, 6 we 
agree with Staffs recommendations. Consequently, we acknowledge Cascade's 2011 
IRP, with the proposed Action Plan item proposed by Staff regarding analyses Cascade 
should incorporate in its next IRP Update and in its next IRP. 

EFFECT OF THE PLAN ON FUTURE RATE-MAKING ACTIONS 

6 The Citizens' Utility Board of Oregon (CUB) filed a letter regarding Cascade's IRP on April 30, 2012. 
CUB noted that it had reviewed the Company's IRP and had participated in an April l2, 2012 workshop 

and attended an April I 0, 2012 public meeting at which the Company presented its Plan to the 
Commission. CUB also noted that while it intended to continue participating in Docket No. LC 54, it had 
no specific comments to file at that time. (LC 54 CUB's Opening Comments.) 
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Order No. 89-507 sets forth the Commission's role in reviewing and acknowledging a 
utility's least-cost plan as follows: 

Consistency of resource investments with least-cost 
planning principles will be an additional factor that the 
Commission will consider in judging prudence. When a 
plan is aclmowledged by the Commission, it will become a 
working document for use by the utility, the Commission, 
and any other interested party in a rate case or other 
proceeding before the Commission[.] Consistency with the 
plan may be evidence in support of favorable rate-making 
treatment of the action, although it is not a guarantee of 
favorable treatment. Similarly, inconsistency with the plan 
will not necessarily lead to unfavorable rate-making 
treatment, although the utility will need to explain and 
justify why it took an action inconsistent with the plan. 

Order No. 89-507 at 7. 

The Commission affrrmed this principle in Docket UM 1056. See Order No. 07-002 at 
24. 

This order does not constitute a determination on the rate-making treatment of any 
resource acquisitions or other expenditures undertaken pursuant to Cascade's 2011 IRP . 

As a legal matter, the Commission must reserve judgment on all rate-making issues. 
Notwithstanding these legal requirements, we consider the integrated resource planning 
process to complement the rate-making process. In rate-making proceedings in which the 
reasonableness of resource acquisitions is considered, the Commission will give 
considerable weight to utility actions which are consistent with acknowledged integrated 
resource plans. Utilities will also be expected to explain actions they take that may be 
inconsistent with Commission-acknowledged plans. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Cascade is a public utility subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission. 

2. Cascade's 2011 Integrated Resource Plan, along with its April 26, 2012, update, as 
modifred in this order, reasonably adheres to the principles of integrated resource 
planning set forth in Order Nos. 07-002, 07-047, and 89-507, and should be 
acknowledged. 

ORDER 
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IT IS ORDERED that the 2011 Natural Gas Integrated Resource Plan filed by Cascade 
Natural Gas Corporation on January 3, 2012, along with its update, filed on April l6, 
2012, as modified herein, is acknowledged in accordance with the terms of this order and 
Order No. 07-002, Order No. 07-047, and Order No. 89-507. 

Made, entered, and effective ____________ . 

Susan K. Ackerman 
Chair 
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John Savage 
Commissioner 

Stephen M. Bloom 
Commissioner 


